£/ = (Rf. The theorem to this effect is given in §4. Definition 1. /G SF if and only if f is entire and there exist c and d in C, C9*0, an integer q, q^2, and p>0 such that (1.2) Max log |/(z)e-C2'| = o(r<0 as r ->oo, 1*1-r (1.3) log | fiz)<r",-d'9~11 =o(| zk1), z GP(c,P).
Note that (1.3) requires/to have a finite set of zeros in P(c, p). Definition 2. /G9 */ and °nly if f is entire and there exist c and d in C, C9*0, and p>0 such that (1.4) Max log |/(z)e-"21 = o{r2) as r -> oo, l«l-r The classes SF and g intersect. SF includes the class treated by Polya. In §6 there is given a class with yet weaker conditions on the zeros of/ for which (R/ may be a proper subset of £/.
1.4. Methods. The proof here is fundamentally the same as that used by Polya. But the details are somewhat simpler. The method of proof is: (1) find the asymptotic behavior of/(n)(z) in certain sectors using a modification of a generalization of Stirling's formula due to Hayman [2, p. 69], (2) apply a theorem of Ganelius [l, p. 33] which gives an estimate from below on the number of zeros in certain neighborhoods. 1.5 . Related work. Wyman and Moser have developed, in [4; 5] , asymptotic series expansions for/(n)(z) where / is the exponential of a polynomial.
Theorem 1 of this paper gives only the first term of the asymptotic series. Results similar to that of Ganelius have been given by Kay in [3] . General surveys of the study of the zeros of the sequence of derivatives are available in [7; 10 ] .
2. A generalization of Stirling's formula.
2.1. Definitions. For convenience let P(0, oo) = C. Suppose / is holomorphic in P(0, R), 0 <P:2 oo. Associate with / the functions a; and b; defined by
2) bfiz) = zaf'iz). 2.2. Theorem 1. LetfGZR. Then, as r-*R,
if zGIfir), uniformly for all integers re. Moreover, if V? is a subclass of Zr such that there is a number R0 satisfying i?/^i?o,/GW, and such that (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6), and (2.7) hold uniformly for all f in W, then (2.8) holds uniformly for all fin W.
This theorem generalizes that of Hay man [2, p. 69] . The difference is primarily that Hayman requires that f(z) be real if z is real and that I/(r) = lr}-
The following lemma anticipates our needs in proving Theorem 1.
2.3. Lemma 1. Let 8 be a positive number. Let a and b be complex numbers with Reo>0.
Let co be a continuous, complex-valued function on the interval [-8, 8] . Let fi = Max \a(t)\. Set a=ai+*'a2, b=bi+ibi, and bi = (Bi)2, Bi>0. Then 
J -t
The dominant becomes larger if /"«, replaces fL{. But
-00 " -CO With the same integrand, set P = (1/2tt)/% and I2 = il/2ir)fl^Hr\ From 
where to(t) =o(l). Call the exponential in the integrand E(t). Set fiz) ( rx rSM r r_S(r) r* i i
To apply Lemma 1 to the various terms we need some deductions from (2.4) and (2.5). Finally, in view of (2.6),
On combining this with the earlier estimate on /2 we have (2.8). The statement regarding uniformity over a class "W is easy to check.
3. The classes \J and g. Since Z"-i xpik+p)\/p\=k\[il -x)-*-1 -l] when |x| <1, it is an easy matter to name suitable numbers co and B.
3.2. Lemmas for entire functions. We shall deal with entire functions / satisfying one or more of the following: uniformly for z and u in D(0, R).
Proof. In the notation of the previous lemma, consider
Use (3.4). The dominants for r)0(w, z) and r]0(-w*, u) in combination with (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) yield the desired conclusion. C. // c>0, q = 2, and cp also satisfies (3.7), then ipxo(u)+\p*iiu)=oil) as
x-»oo.
D. Ifcpiz) =0i(z)02(z) exp idzq~l) where log |<ps(z)| =o(|z| q~l) as z->oo in P(c, p), <^eM (3.8) tyxkiu) = txk -iqu + d/c)iq -l)q~2 + oil) asx-><x>, uniformly in P(0, R), where txk is the number \pXkiO) got by taking fiz) =0i(z) exp icz") in part A. In particular, if fiz) =exp icz"), then tXk= 8kic)ix/ q)11 q. In general, tXk=Bkic)ix/q)1!qil+oil)).
Proof. It suffices to take c = l since the general case is easily derived from this special case. We abbreviate j4*(1, p) to ^4i(p) and a&(l) to a*. We regard k as fixed throughout the proof. Let 0U be the function z-->0(z+w). Let R and a be positive numbers with cr<p. Then 0U satisfies (3.5) and (3.6) with G=Akio~), uniformly for u in P(0, R). With the aid of (3. as z->oo in Akitr), uniformly for u in P(0, R). Let w be a number in ^4*(cr) such that wq>0. Then by quite simple considerations one may show that there is a positive number tt such that \zq -wq\ ^tt\z \q for all z inside -4*(cr) but outside P(w, e| w\).
Let Skis, tr) =Akitr)C\ [z: \z\ >s]. Fix e for the moment and choose s so that I <*/"(«) -qz'\ g \z\'qt./2 for all zin Skis, a) and all u inP(0, R). Let x be positive and set w=akix/q)llq. Evidently there is a number xr such that x ^Xr implies | ajuiz) -x\ ^ qtt \ z\ q/2 for all z inside Skis, a) but outside P(w, «|w|) and |d/u(z) -qz"\ <\qzq-x\ for z on C(w, e\w\). The disk P(w, e| w\) is the only part of Skis, tr) in which a root of ci/u(z) =x can lie. Rouche's theorem guarantees exactly one such root there. Denote it by \(/xkiu). The function d/zk: u->\(/xkiu) is defined at least on P(0, R) and is holomorphic.
This last property may be deduced from the standard implicit function existence theorem. The preceding argument is valid no matter how small e may be. Thus **(«) = akix/qyiqil + oil)) as x->oo, uniformly for u in P(0, R). The problem in part B is to study the equation Im a/u(z) =0. We know already that the numbers ipxk{u) satisfy it. Since the function x->\//Xkiu) is continuous, the image of (x«, oo) is connected; thus it meets the circle R. M. McLEOD [May C(0, r) if r is large enough. Actually the intersection consists of only one point. One may show this by applying elementary calculus to the function 6->lmatu(reie), 6 real. The conclusions of part B are now immediate from the facts given in this paragraph and the one before it.
The first step in proving C and D is to show that there are numbers <r and r such that (3.9) | afu(w + z) -a/u(w) | jg | zwq_1 \ provided wGSk(r, a) and zG/)(0, cr|w|).
There is a number r such that the right-hand member of Using Lemma 4 we find that (3.13) and (3.14) hold for/Gg. Lemma 7 follows from (2.5) for |t7|gei, (3.13), and (3.12) with e = min (ex, ei) if we choose r so that f(r) =\pnk(u).
To establish (2.5) on €1 g | d\ g?r it is enough to use (3.14) and (3.12) with e = min (ex, ei). The remaining conditions (2.6) and (2.7) are easy to check. Taking that r ior which f(r) becomes fnk(u), we get (3.10) from (2.8) since
4. The principal theorems. Theorem 3. Let {F«}T=i be a sequence of functions holomorphic in a region containing the closure of the bounded region G. Let Zo be a point of G. Let X" = Sup2gc log | Fniz) |. Suppose that X"->oo and that there is a positive number 8 such that | F"(zo)| -8, n^ 1.
Set log+x = max(log x, 0).
Suppose that there is a region Gi containing z0 such that if/GS-From each of these it follows that log $^&1_"«. Finally, log | F"(z) | =w log ^r+log$ if zGSk+xf^G; consequently log |F"(z)| ^Kn1-1'". The inequality Kxn1-11q gX" g AT2re1_1/5 is a consequence of the estimate just obtained and Lemma 7.
The point v is a boundary point of the maximal region £ for the sequence {Fn} and for each of its subsequences as well. The assertion of Theorem 4 follows now from Theorem 3. where Q(z) = zZl~o bkZq~k and P is a canonical product of genus p, 0 gpgg -2.
In order that/GJ, with c = 6o and d = bx, it suffices that/have at most a finite set of zeros in some set E(bo, p). The lemma of [9, p. 53 ] serves well as the basis of a proof.
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